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FINAL REPORT FOR PROJECT PROCESS CONTROL 1.7.1968 - 30.6.1969
CONTRACT 6B-336_f SWEDISH BOARD FOR TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

K.,J. Astnöm and G . Olsson

ABSTRACT

This nepont covers the second yean of the pr.oject pnocess contnol
at the Division of Automatic Contnol- at Lund Institute of Tech-
nology. The reseanch has been divided into foun fiel-ds: Process
Identification, Numerical- Methods fon Optimal Contnol, Adaptive
Contnol and Applications - mainly Thenmal Boilers and Nucl-ear.

Reactons. Apant from the pnogness made in these aneas the repont
al-so covers some efforts that have been made to promote the app-
lications of the nesul-ts to industnial pnoblems.
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1. TNTRODUCTION

The project is par.t of a long range prognam in the area of
process control. A program covering a per-iod of three years
is given in tll. The nesults obtained during the first yeara

is neponted in l2l. This report covers the nesul-ts obtained
dur^ing the second yeal:. A detailed prognam for this is given
in [3]. Vrle have essentially been abl-e to follow the plans.
The only majon difference is that we have devoted much more

effort to pnactical industrial apptications of pnocess iden-
tification than was anticipated in the plans. This has had

the consequence that theonetical wonk on nonlinean identifi-
cation has been somewhat delayed. Based on the results ob-
tained we have afso formulated a new thnee year program t4l
wittr detailed plans fo:r the year 1969/70 [5].

All research activity at the Tnstitute has been centened
around the process control pnoject. Contributions have been

given by the three nesearch engineers supponted by the Swe-

dish Board of Technical Development (STU) as well as students
and staff of the Institutg. The wor"k has been onganized so

that the r:esearch engineers have acted as project feaders in
the alreas: Process Identification, Numenical Methods of Opti-
maf Contr.ol and the Boilen Contr-ol Pnoject. The majon coondi-
nating function has been done by Gustaf Ol-sson and Karf Johan

Astnöm. This neport covers the total activity on the process
control project afso parts which are not directly supponted
by STU.
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2. PROCESS IDENTIFTCATION

This work has had a dual purpose to obtain models and to
get insight into the propenties of diffenent identification
schemes. The main effor-t has been devoted to measunements

of nucl-ear reacton dynamics in collaboration with AB Atom-

enengi and distil-fation column dynamics in collabonation
with National- Physical Labonatony in England. The cofla-
boration with AB Atomenengi is a dinect result of the
contact meeting held in Lund in December 1967.

Some progness has also been made in the area of real-time
identification. A real-time vension of the maximum likeli-
hood estimation (MLE) method has been developed. Simulations
indicate that the method is asymptotically efficient for
first or:der systems. Fon systems of higher order, houlever,
this does not seem to be the case. The l:eas'on for this is
not yet clearly undenstood.

We have also started a collabor.ation with the Institute of
Information Theory of the Academy of Sciences in Pnague,

and we have at present a guest wonker Janoslav Vatis fnom

the Institute.

2.I fdentification of lineai: process dvnamics (f. Gustavsson)

The progr?am package fon maximum likelihood identification of
disturbances and finear process dynamics has been tested wittr
artificiatly generated data and has also been used for identi-
fication of sever:al- industrial processes. The descr.iption of
the program package is given in a r-eport [C:f7]. The nesults
of ,ìi the identification with the maximum likelihood method
have been companed with nesufts obtained wittr vanious other
identification methods, fon instance conrelation analysis and

least squares estimation.

Pnograms for identification of l-inear dynamics fnom the impulse
nesponse have been written ID:RE53].
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Pnoblems requiring further investigation have appeaned duning
these studies. For instance it has turned out that the ondinary
spectral analysis tends to give a remar.kable err.or in the esti-
mates of the phase, even far below the Nyquist frequency. Further-
more the least squares method often gives a high order mode1,

even when the disturbances seem to be small-. Strongty correla-
ted measurement noise cannot be easily detected direct from the
output signal, which even in the presence of such noise is smooth

Thus it may be difficuft to choose identification method only
by obsenving the input/output sequences.

Processes which have been studied al:e among others nuclear neac-
tor dynamics IC:f3], evaporation ID:RE36], distittation, drying
section of a paper machine ID:RE42l, Data have been received
from AB Atomenengi, Studsvik, Penstorp AB, Penstonp, National
Physical Laboratory, London, and Billerud AB, Billerud. For most

of the appÌications the differ.ent identification methods have
given companable results. The models seem to be reasonable ac-
cording to the a pnioiri knowledge of the processes.

In some cases, however, certain differences between the nesults
from the diffenent identification methods have been found. These

pnoblems have been studied by identification of artificially ge-
nerated data. The identification of industrial processes has

given impontant infonmation on what pnobfems that can airise in
such cases. Examples of such pnoblems are choice of input sig-
nal, sampling interval, stnucture of the model and identifica-
tion method. Some insight in the effect of the choice of samp-

ting interva] has been provided IC:7].

\,r/hen using the maximum likelihood method two problems arise.
One of them is to choose the appnopr.iate or.der of the model,
the othen is to choose the appropniate time lags. Funthermore
if the process has several inputs it will- be difficutt to sim-
pfify the obtained model. For none of these cases the avail-able
statistic tests seem to be quite satisfactory. They seem to give
models with too many parameter.s. Until no\^7 onJ-y one multivariable
system has been investigated, the drying section of a paper
machine ID:RE42l.
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Preliminary contacts have been taken with sevenal other com-

panies and these contacts will- probably result in a number- of
practical applications of the available identification methods.
The identifications techniques deveÌoped now seems to have reached
a neasonable state of maturity so that it seems wonthwhile to
spread thein use.

2.2 Real--time identification (J. Wieslander)

Identification methods':can be divideö :i:nto thÉee g,..gro'rxps .p,e.ga?-

ding their- way of oper.ation.

o off-line methods e.g. the Ml-method
. on-line method e.g. recursive least squanes
¡ real-time identification methods

The main feature of the neal-time methods is their abitity to
tr.ack the parameters of time-var.ying s ystems. The knowledge of
the values of the system parametens in real-time is of great
impontance in the design of adaptive controllers.

The activities of the Institute concerning real-time identifi-
cation algorithms has been focused at the Kalman filter approach.
The algor.ithm obtained in this way has been implemented on

vanious computens with encouraging results with respect to core-
r.equinements as well- as computing times .

The algorithm has been tested on simulated data with good re-
sults. This experiment was damonstrated at a seminan on iden-
tification methods for industny ),,::'. . in October 1968 [F:f].

Experiments on industr-!'al ,data has -been¡ aind iÈ, .being'made on data
obtained fnom measur.ements on a papen mill dryen.

A difficult and important probfem is that of stability of the
estimator. algorithm. To gain insight into the behaviour of the
algorithm simulations on a hybnid computer has been made.

The nesults mentioned above will- be descr.ibed in IC:f B] and

IC:f9]. A method for reaf-time identification using least
squares techniques \^/as described in IC:]-01 .



3. ADAPTIVE CONTROL

The area of adaptive contnol has been persued with a relatively
low pnionity. Several exploratory investigations have been per-
for.med. As a nesult of this we have now definite plans fo:r a

more extensive nesearch in the yean 1969/70. See t5l. Differ^ent
adaptive schemes proposed in literatur.e have been compared.

3.1- Theonetical studies (8. I,rlittenmark)

The idea of formulating the adaptive probl-em as an optimal con-
trol problem for a mankov prîocess has been persued. The eharac-
ten of the solutions of the functional equations obtained have

been investigated. tC : 5l

It has al-so been demonstr-ated that a reasonably large cl-ass of
adaptive processes can be represented by the following Marko-

vian model

x(t+t)=Ax(t)+ee(t)

5

2

y(t) = Cx(t)

where e(t) is
signal u(t).

V(N)

is as small

Many of the
served also

gauss l_an nor_se

The purpose is
and C is a .function of the contnol

to contnol the system so that
N

EX
!_lL-I

(v
" TCT

y(t) )

as possible.

phenomena found in adaptive systems have been ob-
in this simple model.

- 0, the system is of second order and C = [l u(t) ] ,Suppose y
then

ref

V(N) .trl
L (xr(t) + u(t) xr(t)) 2

If'xr(t) and xr(t) \^/ere known exactly the lossfunction would be

zero with the contnol stiategy

N
x

t=1
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x1(t)
u(t)

Now

xr(t)
since *l and x, ane

a Kalman filter as

not known they have to
estimator, a possibte

(1)

be estimated.
control str.ate-Using

ct\7 r' e
¿fJ

u(t) "- f tlt-r>
-L (2)

xr(t lt-r)
where "- f tlt-rl u.r,¿ i^(tlt-r) are estimates of x. (t) and x.(t)- --l--r- --'2'-t- L z

based upon observations up to time t-l.

The Stì¡'atggy (,2) .is_ ncrt A good.one if thre-êstima'te,,s,-a€.Q --Bo9.,3.,1and
^ ,".,., -- the,n J; someti mes e-ives a sreater loss func-rf x, is near zero, then it sometimes gives a greater-

tion than no control at all.

Next look at just one step. Minimize
,vr = E{xt(t) + u(t)xr(t))'ly(t-r), y(t-z) ...}

Now it can be shown that

u(t) )r(tl t-rl l2 + u(t) pt2 (t) (t) p2z(t)2v' - (ir(tlt-r) +

wheire pf2(t) and

+

p22(Ð are elements in Kalmans variance matrix.

u

Minima is obtained fon

i, (.lt-r)"rctlt-r) + orr(t)u(t) (3)
xr(tl t-r)'+ p22(t)

If the variance is zeTo, e.g. if the estimate is exact' (2) and

(3) give the same contnol law.

As ( 3 ) only minimize for one step this control law does not make

anything to get better estimates. This type of control is called
non-dual-.

A control l-aw which also acts to get bettelr estimates is called
dual control. To get a dual control one have to iter-ate the
lossfunction backwards using a Dynamic Programming technique.

When using the nondual control law one sometimes can get strange
resul-ts.
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20

-20

0

o The control-Ier gives up and puts u(t) almost to zero

o u(t) is almost zero fon long timet.¡.4'fter.marli/ timesteps ', )

the regula-r:i.on-t.lrrng:'.on agaj:¡Ì and we get a proper control.

o Bunst phenomena, this is best shown with a figure.

CONTROL SIGNAL U

2OO 400 600

These phenomenas are not complete understood yet, but we

have through simulatj-on got a good insight.

800 t0

3.2 Comparison of different adaotive schemes

The wonk with investigation of implemented adaptive regulators
has continued. The Minneapolis-Honeywell regulator eanlier des-
cribed by Syding and Sogndaht [D:RE20 and D:RE26] has been fur-
ther investigated thnough digital simulation. The regulator was

easy to implement on a digital computer and the subroutine con-
tained only about t5 FORTRAN statements. The results of the di-
gital simufations \^rere compatible with the results obtained with
the analog version of the regulaton [D:RE4I].
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4. NUMERICAL METHODS FOR OPTIMAL CONTROL

Two main pnojects have been persued. Subroutines which can be

used in a package for automatic synthesis have been developed
and analysis of the numerical problems associated with the so-
lution of the Riccati equation has been worked out. Much of
the wonk has been done as a direct result of practical problems

in the applications projects. Some interesting numerical ex-
periments have also been done in the area of large systems. A

list of pnograms presentty in use is given in Appendix E. The

programs will not be finalized until the computing Centne in
Lund has the nevü computer installed.

4. t Computer programs for svnthesis (P. Hagander)

A package for solving linear systems of equations and for in-
version of matrices, necommended by Forsythe, has been coded,

and test progl?ams are written.

The main idea of the package is that inversion of a matrix is
seldom necessary. The matrix f rQ, for instance' is fnom given
T and Q best computed by solvì-ng the system T *i = Qi, whene

q _. are the columns of a and x-, are the columns of the wanted
-r 

' r
matrrx '1' -0.

Srr¡routin.s and test programs for tnansfonmations of a linear
dynamic system S(ArBrCrD) are coded and applied to various
samples. The noutines can also be used to obtain the transfer
function and to test obsenvability and contnollability for
both single and multivariable systems. The fact that observa-
bility and control-labi1ity (reconstruction and feedback) are
dual pirobl-ems has simplified the package very much.

4.2 Lai:g-e svg-tems

The intention is to find out where the difficulties with large
systems do occulr, when the accuracy in the computing methods

no longer is enough" The heat equation in one dimension is si-
mul-ated on a digital computer with models of various order., and

the step and impulse response are calculated by means of series
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expansion of exp(A'h). Astonishing few difficulties arise, pro-
bably because the A matrix has no elements outside the super
and subdiagonals and is extremely stable.

If the model- is tnansfo::med to companion fonm (cori:esponding

to the transfer function) a significant loss of accuracy occurs.

This is an impontant result, and it night be valuable for the
choice of stnucture in identification, for example. It will- be

further investigated. In this area has al-so been wnitten a

MS thesis on decomposition of large systems [D:RE46].

4 " 3 Time optimal control of a nonlinear s vs tem

Fon the pr:oblem to raise a pendulum in minimum time by honizon-
tal acceleration of the pivåt point (absolutly constrained
control) is a stnategy deduced by intuitive reasoning. It is
also proved that this control fulfill-s the Pontnyagin necessary
conditions fon optimatity. (Report to appear).

4 .4 Linear quadratic contr.ol oackase (K. Mårtensson)

The development of pr:ogram packages fon linear quadnatic control
has now been completed. In the nepont [C:141 algorithms for
the sol-ution of the sampled pnobfem are presented. Typical usage

of the sampled version is the implementation of optimal control
on process computel?s. The program has been used to design negu-

lators and filter.s fon a boiler. See section 5.

The sampled version together with the previously published con-

tinuous version lC:21 is a powerful tool to design regulatons
for multivariable systems. Some MS theses ID:RE3B] have been

initiated to examine further possibifities to use linear qua-

dratic theory in the design of control systems.

The so called Riccati equation
dS "T^ 2-L eTs
dt

plays an

of this

+ Q1

important role in the linear
equation has made it possible

theony. Analysis
the theory to

quadratic
to extend
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more genenal cases. These results wilt be presented in a report
to appear.

Studies have al-so been carried out concerning the possibilities
to design suboptimaÌ regulatons. This is impontant when dealing
with systems of very high orders e.g. distributed systems.
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5. APPLICATIONS

The main effont has been devoted to control- of thermal boilers.
The boiler proj ect has been completed during the yealr - The re-
sult has been a method fon mathematical modeling and a scheme

for digital control of a boiler which has been simulated on the
hybrid facitity of the Research Institute of National Defense.
Il'/e have also taken sever.al steps in order to find new projects
in the area. It is oun opinion that unless experimental data
can be obtained, it is of no use to persue the theoretical
work further. In collaboration with Sydkraft we have therefore
in June this year carnied out identification experiments on 4. -.

160 MVrl aggr:egate. (ttris is a direct result of the contact mee-

ting with powen industry in October f96B).

In collabonation with Kockums AB we have also planned experi-
ments on a marine boiler.

The models of thenmal poh/er stations could also be very useful
in connection with studies of po\^ier systems.

Apart from the boil-er project we have also investigated spatial
oscil-lations in nuclear po\^rer reactors.

An extensj-ve evaluation of process control computer:s has also
been done in connection with the planning of an experimental
facility.

A thenmal experimental system has also been planned and the

building initiated.

5.1 Thermal boifers (K. Eklund)

Linean models of the drum-downcomer-riser loop have been deve-
loped. The models ane described in IC:9].

This neport presents a comparison with the dynamic properties
of linear models of different or-der. The influence of some phy-

sical parametens on the model dynamics has also been investiga-
ted. The model is a FORTRAN pnogram and input data is construc-
tion data for the boiler. In a MS thesis [D:RE4B] the model has

been expanded with two superheaters and one desuperheater.
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In cooperation with Kockums Mekaniska Verkstad measunements
will be made on the drum boiler of a tanken. These measure-
ments wil-l be used for the identification of the dynamics of
the boiler. The work has been initial-ized and the measure-
ments are planned to be made dur^ing October-November 1969. In
cooperation with Sydsvenska Knaft AB similar measunements have
been made on a 160 M\,f power station boiler duning June 1969.
A MS thesis work to derive a model fr.om physical- equations
for this boiler has been made [D:RE55]. This work uses the
eanlier developed models.

A comparison between models based on physical equations and

measurements will alighten the possibifities to derive reliabte
dynamic models from construction data.

The contnol of the drum pressure and drum level has been studied.
The contnol faws developed are based on linear quadratic contnol
theory. The control law al-so incl-uded a Kalman filter f or the
estimation of the state variables. The load distunbances hrere

model-led from measunements as a stationany stochastic process.
The control situation was simulated on a hybrid computer. These

simulations gave valuable information of the sensitivity of the
Kalman filter to parameter variations.

The boiler studies have given some special results concenning
the model building technique.

Numerical model buildin

It is a very tedious work to develop a mathematical model of an

industrial pnocess of some complexity. The work usually invol-
ves the following steps:
o Describe the process by basic physical equations
¡ Compute steady-state solutions
o Lineanize system equations
. Reduce linearized equations to state space form g(A,BrCrD)

The finst step is often the least time eonrsruming one. The work
to carry out the three last steps is , however, very extensive.
A systematic approach to the modeling problem which allow a com-

puter to do all the tedious work was developed. The r.esults are
presented in iC:Bl.
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It is afso interesting to note the connection with numerical
identification. For example badly known equations could be

identified and physical equations could be used otherwise.

5,2 Spatial instability in nuclear po\^rer reactors (g. Olsson)

In la::ge nuclear po\^ren reactors thene is a spatial stability
problem depending on the fission product xenon, which has a

very big neutron cross section. Stability is affected by para-
meters such as core size, flux level, spectrum and temperature
feedbacks " In this study the axial stabitity of pnessurized
waten i:eactoils is focused. The purpose has mainly been to ana-
Iyze the influence of nonlinear terms, such as control rods
and temperature feedbacks. In or.den to solve the space-depen-
dent equations the core is first divided into two parts , \^Ihy

the xenon process can be described as a forth order nonlinear
system. In the linean approximation and for symmetnic equili-
brium flux two of the eigenvalues are independent of core para-
meters. The two remaining eigenvalues can be studied analytical-
fy by a second order submatirix. lr/hen the number of cone mesh-

points is increased the stability boundary for 20 meshpoints
can be extrapolated out of 2, 3 and 4 meshpoints within an

accuracy of a few percent.

The nonli-near behaviour- of the two-point model- shows both
stabl-e and unstable periodic solutions as well as a very stnong
dependence on rod configuration. This behaviour has been com-

pletety verified by digital simulations of a nonlinear model,
written earlier IC:20 ] .

A numben of computen simulations has been supplemented to the
analytical studies lC:2L1.

5.3 Eval-uation of pnocess computers (G. Olsson)

An extensive evaluation of process computers has been done du-
ring the year LC:221. In t4l is presented the projects which
will be worked out on the computer. In order to fit the require-
ments from different applications, which are planned we made

a detailed specification list of hardware and softwar.e. The
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main specifications \^rene high'internal- arithrnetic capacity, a

disc system, high level language and a disc oriented monitor.

The preliminany study included over twenty computers. The ma-

nuals and'prices \^7ere studied and interviews \^/ere made to those
who have experiences on different computers. A meeting with in-
dustrial people was hetd one day in Apnil 1968 where Process
computer problems wene discussed. About ten computers remained
after this study.

The next stage was a test of the internal capacity of the com-

puters. A number of tests of standard routines and applications
wene run on diffenent computers and computing times l^/ere com-

pared. It was found that the efficiency of the FORTRAN compilers
fon certain routines varied considerably between different com-

puter.s and that some compilers did not use the available hard-
rdare ef ficiently.

As a disc system is essential fon our applications \^re continued
by testing the system of one computer which was available. As

the other disc systems were not available in Sweden, we had to
study manuals only.

Twelve computen firms hrere asked for quotations. Eight of them
answered. PDP 15-30 was the cheapest computen, which fullfilled
the specifications. The computen is supplied with a fixed head
disc and analog input-output channels. It witÌ be deliver-ed in
Manch 19 70.

The study of process computens has been extended to the whole
small- computer. mar.ket in Sweden. The market is extremely expan-
sive and a repont in this area is never quite actual but lC:221
gives the s tate j us t no\¡/ .

5.4 Ther.mal nod system (e. Leden)

A thenmal system representì-ng a partial differential equation
will be examined experimentally tied to a pnocess computer.
Problems in the area of identification and control of multi-
variable and infinite order systems shall be examined.

The system consists of a metal rod where temperature can be

controlled by regulators at the ends. The temperature can be
measured in different points of the rod by thermistors.
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The electnonic equipment nequired has been built up anound

system. The tempenature which is measuned by thenmistons is
verted to electnic voltage between plus and minus 5 volts,
sponding to 2Oo - 30oC tempenature j-nterval, with an errorl
0.02 0c.

the
con-

corne-
of

The temperature regulators consist of two Peltier-elements placed

on each side of a silver. wedge. The elements are connected to
a pourer amplifier via a PTD-regul-ator.

It is possible to get a temperature i:ise of lo in 4 see at the

boundary.
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6. CONTACTS \,{ITH INDUSTRY

The industrial- development in the area of control is pnesently
in a very dynamic s.tage, mainly due to the advent of cheap

process contnol computers. A close contact with industry is
judged to be very valuabl-e both fon us and for them. The major
motivations are

. to provide industry with þints. fr.om .,theoretieal,toòls
present'ly available

. to give a nealistic foundation for theoretical work

. to find new problems

It is our policy to act vigorously in order to contribute to-
wards bridging the gap between theony and practice.

Several fonms of contacts have been tried

a courses
. contact meetings ('rkontaktdagan'r )

o joint projects
. trips

6 . l- Cour.ses

Two counses for industrial people have been given during the
year. fn October a two days course on identification was held
in Lund in coll-aboisation with 'rSvenska Teknologföreningens avdel-
ning för reglerteknikt' . About forty persons participated. The pro-
gnam is given i-n [F:t] and a brief report in LE:21 .

In Mar.ch a foun days course hras hel-d by the Instj-tute in Rätt-
vik. The course was anranged by trsvenska Teknologföreningen
(STF)'t. ft had the theme rlReglerteorier- i omdaning" (New Ideas
in Control Theoiry). The interest fon the course was veny high
from the industry and about sixty attendants came. The same

course is already plarrned to be hefd in next spring. The pro-
gram is presented in [F:3].
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6.2 Contact meetin

In order to establish nerr contacts with industry we have tried
a systen with contact meetings in Lund. Up to now we have had

foun meetings wh-LcJr llave been successful. Several concnete re-
sul-ts have come out of the meetings.

Three of the meetings welle hetd before 1.7.1969 but are men-

tioned because of the works which have been done after them

Ir:+]-[F:s].
In coopenation with Sydknaft (see section 5.f) measurements on

a 160 MI¡/ boiler: have been made. Problems fr.om Sydknaft on pro-
duction planning have also been treated in thnee MS,,tl,teses

wonks (see section 6.3). AB Atomenergi has provided data from
Agesta nucl-ean r:eacton for identification (see section 2.L).

One meeting was hetd during the preliminary study of process
computers in April l-968. User-s from industry wene present and

computer probl-ems in contr:ol were discussed.

In October l-968 [F:6] a contact meeting with power industny
people was hetd during two days. Swedish State Power Board,
Sydknaft, AB Atomenergi, OECD Halden Reacton Project and ASEA

were represented. As a resiult of the meeting we are going to
tackle problems in power distribution. The coopei:ation with
Sydkr-af t and AB Atomenergi is ah'eady mentioned. \ilith Halden
we have already got experimental data which now atle analyzed.
I^/ith ASEA there ane several pnojects going on (see section
6.3).

6 . 3 Joint onoi ects

6.3.1 ASEA

A problem on container handling has been proposed by ASEA.

This is an interesting application on nonlinean control theory
and has also a big commencial interest. The problem is to find
how a container should be moved from for example a quai to a

storage place in minimal time due to all- constraints which may

appear. The job will be done by Krister Mårtensson.
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6.3.2 ASEA-ATOM

In lange nuclear porder reactors there is a strong need to know

the po\^/er distribution in the core more exactly than is possible
today. One wants to find a \^tay to mix measurements frop 1¡. in-
core detectors with theoretical calculations. The problem was

studied in detail during a week in August 1968 by Gustaf Olsson.
It was found that Kalman theor:y offers a solution but the very
high dimensionality of the problem offers tremendous numerical
problems. The pr.oblem is going to be studied in smaller scale
in the labonatory at the process computer and the thermal rod
sys tem.

6.3.3 Billenud AB

The Institute has a joint connection to Billerud AB through a

techn.lic. thesis wonk, being done by Bengt Pettensson. Optimal
contnol theory has been found to be very useful to solve pro-
duction planning problems. The problem is to find the best way

to run the chemical and other preparatory processes befor-e paper
machines with respects to ptanned interrupts in the factory.

During one month Febnuary 1969, Gustaf Olsson visited tfre fac-
tory at Gruvön when the pnoduction planning system was to be

implemented at the process computen IBM 1800. At the same time
measurements h/ere made on a paper machine in order to identify
the dynamics on the drying section. It has resulted in one MS

thesis ID:RE57].

6.3.4 Billman Regulator AB

In cooperation with Bill-man has been made measunements tempera-
ture in diffenent parts of a house in Mal-mö. Identification ana-

lysis of the dynamics from heat exchanger to the flats has been

made and will be presented in two MS theses. Mathematical models

for the heat exchangers have been evaluated in order to compare

the experiments. [D:RE59], [D:RE60] .

6.3 " 5 OECD Halden Reactor Pror ect

In Halden a program is running for computer control of the reac-
tor plant. In this wor:k there are two subjects which are of com-

mon interest to us. Gustaf Olsson has had contact together with
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ASEA-ATOM in the problem of i:econstruction of the power distri-
bution in core. Hal-den has also provided experimental data from
the reactor which is presently anal-yzed by Gustaf Olsson and

two MS theses wonks.

6. 3. 6 Svdkraft AB

Besides the cooperati-on on the 160 Mlrrl boiter (see section 5.1)
two theses have been written ID:RE43]rID:RE56]. Dynamic program-
ming has been used in orden to optimize the pov/er distribution
from thermal- boilers. Even spinning reserve has been accounted
for.

6. 3. 7 Other industries

A MS thesis [D:RE54] has been made for Bolinder-Munktell AB. It
handles the problem of controtling the transmission ratio of a

hydrostatic transmission of a tractor.

Contact has been taken by Munkfons Bruk AB. Pnoblems on controL
of furnaces and rolling ni1ls have been discussed. No work has

started yet.

With SAAB, Division of Mis:si:Le Conti:ol, we have discussed pro-
bl-em of identification of the time variable dynamics of a r¡issite
The work has not started yet.

At AB fsotopteknik in Stockholm much work have been done by use

of radioactive stuff in orden to measure all kinds of flows. The

radioactive element is inserted at one point and by nuclean
measurements the propogation of the flow can be .measured. The

method has mainly been used to track water pollution in lakes
and rivei:s and flows in paper industry plants. Experimental data.
have been given by the firm and we are going to identify the dy-
namics.

In coopenation with Kockums AB experiments are planned on a ma-

rine boilen (see section 5.f).
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6. 4 Tnips to industiries

Duning Apnil l-969 a foun days tnip was made to industnies in
the middle pant of Sweden [F:7]. The tnip was possible due to
a contnibution of the trUnivensitetskanslensämbetetrr . Following
industnies were visited
o SAAB ,Jönköping and Linköping
o ASEA Västenås
. AGA Stockholm
.,Iohnsson-InstitutetrNynäshamn

The trip has alr.eady :resul-ted in specifie pnojects with thnee
of the firms, SAAB, ASEA and Johnsson-Institute (see section
6.3) and further. discussions ar?e planned.
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Häggman, Börje: Djmensionering av ett samplat system med

tidsfördnöjning (Synthesis of a Sampled System with
Time Delay), juni-65.

Svärd, Bo: Undersökning av dynamiska egenskapen hos en in-
dustriell pnocess (fnvestigation of Dynamic Proper-
ties of an Industnial Process), mars-66.

Pettersson, Bengt: Optimal reglering av processer med tids-
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Mårtensson, Krister: Numeriska algoritmer för lösning av

minimaltidsproblemet (Numerical- Algonithms fon the
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Ekstnand, Bertil och Lansson, Lars-Erik: Studium av system
fön temperatunregler.ing (Analysis of a Temperature
Control System), okt-66 .

Gustavsson, Ivar: Numerisk 1ösning av optimala styrnings-
pnoblem med Bryson-Kelley metodik (Numerical Solu-
tion of Optinal Contr-ol Problems using Bryson-Ke1ley
Techniques ) , nov-66.

Andersson, Erik: Processidentifiening med datamaskin (Nume-

rical ldentification of a Process Dynamics using the
maximum likelihood method), dec-66.

Eriksson, Kurt-Erik: Numenisk bestämning av processdynamiken
(Estimation of Pnocess Dynamics using the least
squares method) , dec-66.

Herne, Bcngt: Experimcntella undensökningan av linjär-a och
olinjära reglensystem (Expenimental Studies of Linear
and Nonlinear Servomechanisms ), jan-67 .

Horudin, Sven: Rosenbrocks metod för fönenkling av komplice-
rade system (Simplification of Complex Systems by

Rosenbnocks Method), jufi-67 .
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Jönsson, Rolf Lennart: Kulikowskis version av teorin för
optimal stynning (Kutikowskis Vension of the Theory
of Optirnal Control) , juli-67 .

I,r/allentinsson, Claes: Identifiei:ing av linjär modeIl fön en

lättvatten kokarreaktor (Identification of a Linear
Model of a Light IrVater Boiling Reactor), aug-67.

Irr/ieslanden, Johan: Identifiering av människans övenför.ings-
openator (Identification of a Human Operaton), sept-6

Bååth, Kenstin: Identifiering av olin¡ära system (Identifica-
tion of Nonlinear Systems), sept-67.

Eldhagen, Lans-Gönan: Datamaskinpnognam för analys av regler-
system. Transfonmationer av systemekvationenna (Com-

puter Programs for Linear. Analysis. Transformations
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Persson, Rol-and: Optimal kvantisening av stynvaniablen i ett
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Variables in a Linear Quadratic Contnol Pnoblem),
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Otofsson, Ingemar: Produktionsplanering på glasbruk (Produc-
tion Planning at a Glasswonk) , sept-67.
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9.
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Anderberg, Yngve och Hansson, Leif: Reglersystem för kal1-
bandvalsverk (Control of a Strip Mill) , nov-67.
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Almgren, Per: Konstruktion av elektronikutnustning tilt
enaxlig gyroplattfonm (Construction of the Electro-
nic Equipment for a single Axis Gyro Platform), dec-6

Andoff, Tommy och Bodin, Bengt: Jämförande analys av data-
maskiner för processregler.ing (Evaluation of Process
Control Computers ), j an-68 .

Sogndal, Roy: Analogisimulering av Honeywells och General
Electrics adaptiva system (Analog Simulation of the
Honeywells and Genenal- Electric Adaptive Systems ) ,
apr:il-68. (Publicerad i Elteknik 1968.

Borisson, Ulf : Jämförelse genom analogisimulering mellan
manuell styrning och några adaptiva system vid varia-
bel- kretsförstäi:kning (A Comparison between Manual
Control and Adaptive Regulator.s for Systems with Time
Variable Gain), rnaj-68. Publicerad i Elteknik 1968.

Ydnemank, Anders: Studium av en styralgoritm samt program-
system för processdatamaskiner (A Comparison of
Program using Systems for Different Pnocess Contnol
Computers), maj-68.

Ryberg, Dick: Projektening och uppbyggnad av liten analogi-
maskin (Design and Constnuction of a Smal-l Analog
Computer) , juni-68.

Nilsson, Andens: Pnojektering av apparat för pnocessidenti-
fiering med hjä1p av pseudoslumptal (Design of a

Correlator for PRBS signals), juni-68.

Johnsson, Gösta och Rosel-1, örj an: Identifiering av linj ära
system med hjälp av impulssvar (Identification of
Linear Systems based on Impulse Response Measur.e-
ments), juni-68.

Langemar, Göran och Lumsden, Kent: Konstruktion av digitalt
stynsystem titl elektr.ohydnauliskt servo entigt pr:in-
cipen för- numer.iskt styrda maskiner (Design and test
of a Digitat Control System for an Electr.o-hydraulic
Servo), juni-68.
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Hagander, Per: MinimaÌtidsproblemet för ett olinj ärt system
undensökt med dynamisk programmering (Apptication of
Dynamic Programming on the Minimal Time Pnoblem fon
an Inver.te-11 Penclnlum) , juni-68.

Jonasson, Jan: Dynamiska egenskaper hos en medströms värme-
växLane (Dynamics of a Heat Exchanger), aug-68.

Kristensson, Bernt: Detektering av "outliersr' (Detection of
Outliens), aug-68.

Skarman, Bengt: Experimentell undersökning av pnocessdynami-
ken hos en indunstare (Experimental fdentification of
the Dynamics of an Evaporation Plant), aug-68.

Eck, Anders : Experimentell undensökning av temperatumegle-
ring i en värmestav (Experimental Study of a Thermal
System) , sept-68 

"

Pålsson, Torsten: Undensökning av optimala system (Examina-

tion of Linear Quadratic Optimal Control Systems ) ,
okt-6 B.

Steen, Leif: Prognammering av PT-regulator samt olika ställ-
organ för processdatamaskin (Programming of a PI-
regulator for three process computers), okt-68.

Vrlerner, Kjelt: Tnöghetsdämpade servomotorer (Inertia Damped

Servo Motons ) , nov-68 .

Bengman, Jan: Undersökning av Minneapolis-Honeywells adap-
tiva regulator genom digital simuì-ening (Digitat
Simulation of Minneapotis-Honeywells Adaptive Con-

tr-ollen), nov-68.

Jonson, Anders och Ström, Lans-Magnus : Processidentifier.ing
Reglerat system samt system med ftera in- och utsig-
naler (Identification of Multivariable and Cl-osed

Loop Systems), jan-69.

Lind, Pär: Optimening av effektfördelning mellan ångkr^aft-
verk rned hjälp av dynamisk prograrnmering (Optimiza-
tion of powen p::oduction Distr.ibution using Dynamic

Programming), jan-69.
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Tonlöf, Per: Undersökning av variationer i EEG-spektrum vid
olika yttre stimuleringar: (A Study of the Variations
in EEG-spectnum at Different External Influences),
jan-69.

Andersson, Stig: Analys och kompensering av system med mycket
svag därnpning (Experimental Investigation of a Senvo

with Structunal Resonance), j an-69 .

Aulin, Bönje: Dekomposition av system av hög ordning (Decom-

position of Large Systems using Graph Theory), jan-69

Lindén, Per: Tidsvariabla system. Systemekvationerna och derar
lösning (Time Variable Systems. Solutions of the Sys-
tem Equations), jan-69.

Lagerlöf, Bengt: En finjär matematisk modell för- en dompanna

med två överhettare (A Linean Modet of a Boiler with
Two Superheaters ), jan-6 9 .

Hugosson, Lennart: Experimentell ûtpi:ovning av elektromeka-
niskt servosystem (Experimental Design of a Electro
Mechanical Servo System), jan-69.

Henmank, Chnister och Skoog, Tommy: Simulering av njunfunk-
tionen och kroppens cirkulationssystems långtids-
r.egler.ing (Simulation of the Human Kidney System and

the Long Time ReguJ-ation of the Circulating System

of the Human Body), jan-69.

Månsson, Lar.s: Analys av olinjär regulator för ser:vosystem
med mättning (Dual Mode Control for a Double Inte-
graton with a Saturated Control Vaniable), jan-69.

Ljung, Christer och Löwenhielm, Peter: Studium av olika me-

toder för- analys av artefaktfria EEG-signaler- (Com-

panison between different Methods for. Analysis of
EEG t s free from Artefacts ) , naj -69 .

Lundgren, Bertil: Bestämning av överföringsfunktioner med

impulssvarsanalys (Deter.mination of Transfer Func-
tions"with Impu1s Response Analysis ) , april-69 .
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Christensson, Nits : Reglering av hydrostatisk transmission
i entrepnenadmaskiner (Control of the gear change of
a Hydrostatic Transmission in an Agnicultural Tr.ac-
tor), juni-69.

Lansson, Chr.ister och öbom, Christer: En matematisk modell
av ett ångkraftver.k (A i',tatnematical Model of a Boiler)
juni-69.

Klevås, Jan och Leffler, Nils: Optimering av effektfördelning
med hänsyn till- rullande reserv för ångkraftaggnegat
med hjälp av dynamisk programmering (Optimization of
poh/en distribution fon Steam Boilers with respect to
Spinning Resenve by Dynamic Programming), juni-69.

Elfving, Thomas och Hultberg, Thomas: Mätning och identifie-
ring av dynamiken på torkpai:tiet i en pappersmaskin
(Measunements and Identification of the Dynamics of
the Drying Section of a Paper Machine), Juli-69.

Bengtsson, Gunnar: Förfiltrening av signaler med Kalmanfilter
(0ptimat Prefiltering with Kalman Theory) , juli-69.

Rosengren, Bengt och Nordh, Ingemar: Konstruktion av PRBS-

generator (Construction of a PRBS Generator), jufi-69


